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Irrelevance of memory in the minority game
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By means of extensive numerical simulations, we show that all the distinctive features of the minority game
introduced by Challet and Zhang@Physica A256, 514 ~1998!# are completely independent of the memory of
the agents. The only crucial requirement is that all the individuals must possess the same information, irre-
spective of whether this information is true or false.@S1063-651X~99!50204-3#

PACS number~s!: 05.90.1m, 87.10.1e
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Originally inspired by the ‘‘El Farol’’ problem stated b
Arthur in @1#, a model system has been introduced in@2# for
the adaptive evolution of a population of interacting agen
the so-called minority game. This is a toy model where
ductive, rather than deductive, thinking, in a population
bounded rationality, gives rise to cooperative phenomen

The setup of the minority game is the following:N agents
have to choose at each time step whether to go in room
1. Those agents who have chosen the less crowded r
~minority room! win, the others lose, so that the system
intrinsically frustrated.

A crucial feature of the model is the way by which agen
choose. In order to decide in what room to go, agents
strategies. A strategy is a choosing device; that is, an ob
that processes the outcomes of the winning room in the
m time steps~each outcome being 0 or 1! and accordingly to
this information prescribes in what room to go in the ne
step. The so-called memorym defines 2m potential past his-
tories~for instance, withm52 there are four possible past
11, 10, 01, and 00!. A strategy is thus formally a vectorRm ,
with m51, . . . ,2m, whose elements can be 0 or 1. The spa
G of the strategies is a hypercube of dimensionD52m and
the total number of strategies is 2D.

At the beginning of the game each agent draws rando
a numbers of strategies from the spaceG and keeps them

*Electronic address: a.cavagna1@physics.ox.ac.uk
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forever, as a genetic heritage. The problem is now to
which one, among theses strategies, the agent is going t
use. ~We will consider only the nontrivial cases.1.! The
rule is the following. During the game the agent gives poi
to all his/her strategies according to their potential succe
at each time step a strategy gets a point only if it has fore
the correct winning room, regardless of whether or not it h
actually been used. At a given time the agent chooses am
his/hers strategies the most successful one up to that m
ment ~i.e., the one with the highest number of points! and
uses it in order to choose the room. The adaptive natur
the game relies on the time evolution of the best strategy
each single agent. In this way the game has a well-defi
deterministic time evolution, which only depends on the i
tial distribution of strategies and on the random initial stri
of m bits necessary to start the game.

Among all the possible observables, a special role
played by the variances of the attendanceA in a given room
@2#. We can consider, for instance, room 0 and defineA(t) as
the number of agents in this room at timet. We have

s25 lim
t→`

1

t Et0

t

dt8S A~ t8!2
N

2 D 2

, ~1!

whereN/2 is the average attendance in the room andt0 is a
transient time after which the process is stationary@2,3#. In
all the simulations presented in this Rapid Communicat
R3783 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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t5t0510 000 has been taken for a maximum value ofN
5101 and it has been verified that the averages were s
rated over these times.

The importance ofs ~calledvolatility in a financial con-
text! is simple to understand: the largers is, the larger the
global waste of resources by the community of agents.
deed, only with an attendanceA as near as possible to it
average value is there the maximum distribution of points
the whole population. Moreover, from a financial point
view, it is clear that a low volatilitys is of great importance
in order to minimize the risk.

If all the agents were choosing randomly, the varian
would simply bes r

25N/4. An important issue is therefore
under what conditions is the variances smaller thans r? In
other words, is it possible for a population of selfish ind
viduals to collectively behave in a better-than-random wa
What has been found first in@3# is that the volatilitys as a
function ofm has a remarkable behavior, since actuallythere
is a regime wheres is smaller than the random values r . In
this phase the collective behavior is such that less resou
are globally wasted by the population of agents. A deep
derstanding of this feature is therefore important.

From the very definition of the model and from the b
havior of s(m) described above, it seems clear that t
memorym is a crucial quantity for the two following rea
sons. First, from a geometrical point of view,m defines the
dimension of the space of strategiesG and therefore it is
related to the probability that strategies drawn randomly
different agents could give similar predictions: the largerm
is, the biggerG is and the lower the probability is that dif
ferent players have some strategies in common. Since
nonrandom nature of the game relies on the presence of
related choices, that is, exactly on the possibility that diff
ent agents use the same strategies, it follows that for v
large m the game proceeds in a random way@3–6#. ~This
argument works at a fixed number of agentsN. Otherwise,
the relevant variable will be 2m/N. We discuss this poin
later.!

Second,m is supposed to be a real memory. Actually, t
whole game is constructed around the role ofm as a
memory: at timet agents use strategies which process
last m events in the past. As a consequence of this, a n
minority room will come out and at timet11 there will be a
new m-bits past which will differ from the old one for the
outcome at timet. Thus, agents, or better, strategies, cho
by remembering the lastm steps of time history, so thatm is
a natural time scale of the system. Due to this, an explana
of the behavior ofs(m) has been proposed in@3#, where the
decay rate of the time correlations in the system is compa
and related tom, thus supporting the key interpretation ofm
as a real memory. This memory role ofm complicates
greatly the nature of the problem, since it induces an exp
its dynamical feedback in the evolution of the system, su
that the process is not local in time.

The purpose of this Rapid Communication is to show t
the memory of the agents is irrelevant. We shall prove t
there is no need for an explicit time feedback in order
obtain all the distinctive features of the model. In order
prove this statement we consider the same model introdu
in @2# and described above, but with the following importa
difference: at each time step, the past history is justinvented;
tu-
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that is, a random sequence ofm bits is drawn, to play the role
of a fake time history. This is the information that all th
agents process with their best strategies to choose the ro
As we are going to show, this oblivious version of the mod
gives exactly the same results as the original one, thus p
ing that the role ofm is purely geometrical.

In Fig. 1, the variances as a function ofm is plotted for
both the case with and the case without memory. The
models give the same results, not only qualitatively, but a
quantitatively~see also the data of@3–6#!. In particular, the
minimum of s as a function ofm is found even without
memory and cannot therefore be related to it.

The dependence of the whole functions(m) on the indi-
vidual number of strategiess is another important point. It
has been shown for the first time in@4# the larger the value of
s is, the shallower the minimum of this curve is. In Fig. 2 w
show that this same phenomenon occurs for the model w
out memory.

From a technical point of view, note that once the role
m as a memory is eliminated, the only quantity involved
the actual implementation of the model isD, the dimension
of the space of strategiesG. Therefore, instead of drawing

FIG. 1. Model without memory vs model with memory. Th
variances as a function ofm for s52. The horizontal line is the
variances r of the random case. The number of agents isN5101.
Average is over 100 samples. Errors bars are shown only for
model without memory, while the line just connects the points
the memory model.

FIG. 2. Model without memory. Variances as a function ofm,
at different values ofs, N5101. Average is over 100 sample
Lines are just a guide for the eye.
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random sequence ofm bits, it is much easier to draw a ran
dom componentmP@1,D# to mimic the past history: eac
agent uses componentm of his/her best strategy to choos
the room. The main consequence of this is that there is
need for beingD52m, since we can choose any integ
value ofD. In @5# a method has been introduced by which
is possible to consider noninteger values ofm in the model
with memory. This is useful, since it permits one to study
shape ofs(m) around its minimum, with a better resolutio
in m. In the present context, it is trivial to consider nonint
ger values ofm, since we simply havem5 log2 D. In this
way results identical to@5# are obtained.

Onces is fixed, letmc be the value ofm where the mini-
mum of s(m) occurs. In@3# it has been pointed out that fo
m,mc the variances grows asN, whereN is the number of
agents, while form.mc it grows asN1/2. In Fig. 3, s as a
function of N is plotted for the model without memory. Th
same behavior as in the model with memory is found.

An interesting question is whethers is a function of a
single scaling variablez constructed withm, N, ands. It has
been shown in@3# that by considering as a scaling variab
z52m/N5D/N all the data fors at variousm and N col-
lapse on the same curve. In this case the relevant param
is thus the dimensionD of G, over the numberN of playing
strategies. On the other hand, a different scaling variable
been proposed in@4#; that is, z85232m/sN52D/sN. In
this way, the relevant parameter would be the density onG of
the total number of strategiessN. In Fig. 4 we plots2/N as
a function ofz8, at different values ofD, N, ands, for the
model without memory. We see that the correct scaling
rameter isz and notz8, since the data with different value
of s collapse on different curves. The same result is obtai
if we perform the simulation with the memory~see@5#!. The
two models give once again the same results. Note from
4 that the scaling is not perfect at very low values ofz8; that
is, for very smallD. This is just a trace of the integer natu
of the model.

From what is shown above it is reasonable to conclu
that in order to obtain all the crucial features of the minor
game, the presence of an individual memory of the agen
irrelevant. The parameterm still plays a major role, but only
for being related to the dimensionD52m of the strategies
spaceG. A consequence of this fact is that any attempt

FIG. 3. Model without memory. Variances as a function of the
number of agentsN, for different values ofm, at fixeds52. Av-
erage is over ten samples. The full line iss;N, while the dashed
line is s;N1/2.
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explain the properties of this model, relying on the role ofm
as a memory, can hardly be correct. On the other hand
already said, the geometrical role ofm remains. Indeed,
some recent attempts to give an analytic description of
model~see@4,6,9#! are only grounded in geometrical consi
erations about the distribution of strategies in the spacG
and go, therefore, in our opinion, in the correct direction.

The most important result of the present Rapid Comm
nication is the existence of a regime where the whole po
lation of agents still behaves in a better-than-random w
even if the information they process is completely rando
that is wrong if compared to the real time history.The cru-
cial thing is that everyone must possess the same infor
tion. Indeed, if we invent a different past history for ea
different agent, no coordination emerges at all and the res
are the same as if the agents were behaving randomly~this
can be easily verified numerically!. In other words, if each
individual is processing different information, the features
the system are completely identical to the random case,
spective of the values ofm ands.

The conclusion is the following: the crucial property
not at all the agents’ memory of the real time history, b
rather the fact that they all share the same information, h
ever false or true this is. As a consequence, there is no r
in this model for any kind of forecasting of the future bas
on the ‘‘understanding’’ of the past.

We hope this result will be useful for a future deep
understanding of this kind of adaptive system. Indeed, be
trying to explain the rich structure of a quite complicat
model, it is important in our opinion to clear up what th
truly necessary ingredients of such a model are and what
the contrary, is just an irrelevant complication that can
dropped. In the case of the so-called memory~or brain size,
or intelligence!, m, there also has been a problem of term
nology: given the original formulation of the model,
seemed that the very nature of a variable encoding
memoryor the intelligenceof the agents, could warrant b
itself a relevance to it@2–8#, relevance which, as we hav
seen, was not deserved. Notwithstanding this, we still c
sider the present model to be very interesting and far fr
trivial.

FIG. 4. Model without memory. Plot ofs2/N as a function of
the scaling parameterz852D/sN. The number of agentsN varies
from N551 to N5101, while D varies fromD52 to D54096.
The individual number of strategiess ranges over two valuess
52 ands54. Average is over 50 samples.
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Finally, let us note that the passage from a model w
memory to a model without memory is equivalent to repla
ing a deterministic but very complicated system with a s
chastic but much simpler one which, nevertheless, gives
same results as the original case and which is therefore
distinguishable from it for all practical purposes. The use
a stochastic/disordered model to mimic a determinis
ordered one, is similar in spirit to what happens in the c
text of glassy systems, where some disordered model
spin glasses are often used in order to have a better un
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standing of structural glasses, which contain in principle
quenched disorder@10#.
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